LIVING UP in a DOWN WORLD
Submit!
1 Peter 2:13ff
Pg 858
Amazon

- Jesus & Leadership 19,751 hits
- Jesus & Follow 9479 hits 2x
- Jesus & Submit 3688 hits 5x

Why?

- Cultural bias
- Personal pride!
Living Up In A Down World

2:13-15 God

2:18-21 Family

3:1 Work

2:23 Church

3:8 Other (Rec, Sports, Celebration)
Peter’s Direction To Submit
Includes Every Area Of Life

- Submit to Government 1 Peter 2:13-15
- Submit to Masters/Bosses 1 Peter 2:18-21
- Submit in Family Relationships 1 Peter 3:1
- Submit to God 1 Peter 2:23; James 4:7
- Submit to Church Leadership 1 Peter 3:8; Heb 13:17
Living Up In A Down World

2. Family - 2:18-21
3. Work - 3:1
4. Church - 2:23
5. Other - 3:8 (Rec, Sports, Celebration)
5 Truths About Submission

• Submission is counter cultural
• Submission strikes against the heart of our pride
• Submission is often very difficult
• Submission leads to effective living
• Submission includes the responsibility to FIRST submit to God!
I MUST disobey when...

Some area of authority REQUIRES that I disobey what God has made explicitly clear in His Word.

Acts 4:18-20
Conclusion:

• Are you willing to obey God and submit?

• Are you willing to give up your pride?